SMART Notebook Activity Demonstration

Examples for Adult Basic Education, GED, and Adult ESL

Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Vortex sort

Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Image Select

Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Keyword Match

Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Sentence Arrange

Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Category Sort text
Can you find the right pieces to completely fill the circle?

A. B. C. D.

Use the protractor to measure the angle of the peak of the bridge. What other angles could be measured?

Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Category Sort image
Lesson Activity Toolkit - Activities - Multiple Choice

Gallery Essentials - Mathematics - Number Concepts - Fractions - Pictures

Gallery Essentials - Mathematics - General Resources - Protractor
Gallery Essentials - Mathematics - General Resources - Multiple Dice
What is the probability of spinning...?

Purple? ___________ 1/8
Green? ___________ 2/8
Yellow? ___________ 3/8
Blue? ___________ 0
Red? ___________ 1/8
Pink? ___________ 1/8

Look at the items below. Which are complete sentences? Which are sentence fragments?
Underline the subject in red. Underline the verb in blue.
1. The man who used to live in the next apartment.
2. My mother and I went to the mall on Saturday.
3. The manager of this building lives in Apartment 2A.
4. All the students in the GED class.
5. We never know what will happen next!

Remember: a sentence needs both a subject and a verb. It may also have an object.